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Letters to the Editor
America at a Tipping Point
From WWII onward, our media and institutions of learning have circulated questionable and false
information designed to counter a free, independent, and strong America. The current Critical Race
Theory curriculum is now the last straw, which has finally and properly ignited a parental firestorm.

The current street rioting and property damage, while only permitted in the Democratic cities located
within Democrat-governed states, shines a light upon the Party’s thorough communist infiltration. 

Quite possibly, we are at a tipping point comparable to a bucket holding only so much water before
overflowing. This is what is taking place: the overflow of pent-up enthusiasm and youthful impatience.
Sadly, this also indicates the unrest festering within much of our society.

Also concerning is the drop in the level of capable leadership, which has recently been unmasked by the
four years of President Trump’s capable pro-American leadership. Now, not only is this settling for less
intolerable, but it exhibits the dangers of electing an incompetent leader with possible foreign loyalties.

Realizing the role that both the media and education have played in the propagation of such un-
American gibberish is essential to understanding its overall influence as to how this national reversal of
allegiance was made possible. 

More than 100 years ago, America elected a president, after he had been in politics only two years, who
proclaimed that our nation’s purpose was to ensure democracy worldwide. Today, Woodrow Wilson’s
legacy has most Americans believing that America is a democracy! There again, the media and
educational institutions did, and continue to do, the heavy lifting to spread this falsehood.

Fast forward to the Russia-adoring Roosevelt, Truman, and Eisenhower; followed by the immoral and
inept Kennedy administration with its Bay of Pigs fiasco; then to LBJ, who stated that no mission or
sacrifice was too great (I paraphrase) excepting his own “quit and run” exit due to his own
shortcomings.

Need I mention the hapless leadership of Carter’s inflation years, or of the WWII-hero Bush, who spoke
nationally about a desired New World Order? And presidential leadership quality continued to sink
when a documented draft-dodger held an eight-year sway over the public’s common sense as
commander-in-chief! Injury to the presidency again returned with the election and reelection of a
probable Muslim who could not claim “natural born citizen” status and who pledged to “transform” the
greatest country in the world.

And now we have permitted an illegal entry on a presidential level, as Sleepy Joe finally left his
basement only to stumble through speeches exceeding two minutes and to hold press conferences of a
few easy and rehearsed questions. This last injustice is worse still, since all those in positions of
authority seem not to care to the point of ignoring the obvious 2020 election-night shenanigans!

America is being severely tested. Many are answering the call, as private citizens are joining the march
toward the 2022 midterms as candidates. Also, as stated, public education is being challenged, as more
opt to homeschool and talk of returning education to local levels has become more common. Both the
private citizens’ entry into politics and this educational reform are reminiscent of our Founders’ ideas
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and beliefs. Additionally, nationally recognized Pastor John MacArthur of Southern California has
labeled government as the “greatest threat.”

Could it be “do or die” time? No more complacency! This just might be the threat level and need
required to return to our basic American values and beliefs. If not, we will wish we had!

Jim Bowman
Ormond Beach, Florida
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